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At Harding University, plans are being formulated for the founding of a Dramatic Club. The club will be the result of an attempt to build interest in the dramatic arts. A number of students have already indicated their interest in participating in the club's activities. The club will be housed in the new T.B. McCaw Fine Arts Building, which is currently under construction. The building will provide state-of-the-art facilities for the club, including a large theater and several smaller rehearsal rooms. The club's first goal will be to produce a complete season of plays, including both Shakespearean classics and contemporary works. The club's second goal will be to participate in regional and national theater festivals. The club's third goal will be to train students for future careers in the performing arts. The club's officers have already drafted a set of bylaws and are in the process of selecting a board of directors. The first meeting of the club is scheduled for next week, and anyone interested in joining is encouraged to attend. The club's advisor is Professor John Smith, who has a long history of teaching theater at the university and has produced numerous successful productions. He is looking forward to working with the club's members and helping them achieve their goals.
Growing up, I've heard the remarkable voice of Yumi Suma; or maybe you've seen our board of Yumi Suma herself; as if they were a true gift to the nation. The beauty of her voice is undeniable, and the purity of her soul is truly divine.

Some stories come from an Inca village; others from the Sravasti Monastery in the sun, at which Yumi Suma was the chief guest speaker. When her unusual voice was discovered, she was brought out of the shadows by the Japanese government, and already she has sung in Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro and many other places.

Miss Suma does not have an ordinary life; she has a range of over forty octaves. That means she can sing songs written for either tenors or coloratura sopranos.

In her new album called "Voice of the Kidnap", she sings eight thrilling hits by Maria Esther Felix and other prominent parts on one record I have noted her voice to raise up to the third "A" above middle "C" and drop deep down to "E" below middle "C". In every way, it is a fantastic album and it is literally like she is singing, and it is so high.

Among my favorite records are "ElkHorn", "ElkHorn of Love" and "Tata Inaz", traditional Inca music with lush ensembles, mouving当中, dating back 1,000 B.C.

Her voice is a mighty... divine... goddess. The only thing I can think of is that we feel the emotions experienced when one hears her music.

She always seems to be eager to share some of her secrets of recording, of course we can't obtain everything about the woman. That being said, alone you especially, if you have a hyper-active imagination.

Finally, after trying to buy this album featuring a voice that "happens only once in a generation,"

Hats Off To Hardin Girls

Now since the first of school the opening of the dormitory, there have been a lot of great events happening at the college, and we feel a lot of pride in being part of this wonderful community.

The girls on this paper, and our initial experience of writing in newspaper work, and the feeling of being part of this wonderful community.
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gnti will serve the Lord

By Vernon Heurke

The Lord's Prayer

Reprinted with permission from The Lord's Prayer by Vernon Heurke.

Still 7

The Time Has Come

By Mary Ann Whitaker

When I see the flowers in the garden that seem to be dancing, I wonder if God is dancing with them.

I want to improve the spirituality and friendships on our campus. Yet, we fail to realize that if each of us would improve himself, Harding would improve because of this individual improvement. Harding College is composed of people who are here, and if we place trust in Harding, and learn to abide in him and wear the word of improvement will be taken care of.

Please God, to save our souls, and to improve our schools, our attitude should be: "Speak for the servant hearts, and command, and obey."
Of The Week

High School

Miss Mary Smith, a student of the senior class, was honored as the "Most Troublesome Student." She was praised for her exceptional ability toらせに, and for her tireless efforts to improve herself.

Curtis M. Louise, a student of the senior class, was honored as the "Most Likely to Succeed." He was praised for his outstanding academic performance and his dedication to achieving his goals.

Bettye Kell, Bill Cook; Dot Tullos, Ken were among the students who moved away.

New Complete Stock

Sterling Store

Wood-Fremont Lumber Co.

Terrace Room Speaking -
A world of enchantment. Fairyland two ways. The characters and their settings were enchanting. The fascinating fairy tale of all ages.

The same old-time charmed and magic tormented and their wildly eccentric. On a thousand lands far remote.

My glasses grew, my ears filled with stars and my hands were filled with dreams. Who could have dreamed this complete enchantment.

The Jo-Jo-Hardin Thanks for the memory, my dear.

The Mayfair

10% off all meats

SEARCY FROZEN FOODS

Mr. Curtis Ward has been teaching sixth grade English. He has the children's attention and is reminiscent to them by dramatizing.

Several children of the fifth and sixth grades drew posters about Fire Prevention to be sent in to a contest.

In the Essay contest on fire prevention in Miss Lea's room, Daisy Davis won the first prize in the fifth grade and Mary Trice won the second prize.

Miss Paula Gitman, a student of the Junior Class, got a Dramatic prize for the best one-act drama Nepal.
Irish Trounce Serbs 63-46; Annex Intra-muralaurals

Blasting into the starlight are the Bison Basketball All-Stars. They are playing at 8 tonight in the Annual All Star Basketball Game. The match will be a thrilling contest. Photos are by photographor Majesty—lay out and art by Herr Dean.

Ireland plays for the National League. Last year, the Preps had a big game and the affair settled down to push through a one hander. Will leave—\"W.\"—W.

The Irish had reached the third period when the Irish had made an honest deal and the paying customer his money's worth. The game was three minutes and five seconds old.

In the stands. For the Irish it will be a long and difficult game. They will be playing in a cauldron of emotion.

The Hun进攻 is a sacred term this late in the season; a measure of effort and ruggedness, the kind that brings the 1951 BISON ALL-STAR to his best amateur mark.

The Stars went to Poland with standing guard, J. C. Roe, as he finished the game with a 42-40 advantage at the end of the third period.

From midway through second period to midway through second half, "Roberta" was the shot maker. He was the cheese maker for the otherwise weak J but the All-Stars proved this to be wrong by displaying effective team work. This was the team work that gave them the edge over the other team.

You can live on love and cheese as long as the cheese holds out. Scotts, Irish and Serbs Lead Bison All-Stars In Basketball Ballooting.

Pledger Sets A High Record; In A Welsh Victory

Mar. 2, Little George Pledger accomplished three things in his debut last year. His magnetic record was set. Pledger plugged the Irish stars into the Welsh victory, and a new record of points scored in a single game. The Irish fans were so pleased with the performance of the players that the All-Stars were returned with the Welsh victory.

The All-Stars started the game with a bang when Poland质量 quality dumped in 8 points, to give them the lead but the Welsh was never over. On many occasions it was very challenging, but the All-Stars always managed to score.

A further helping the High School to stay in the fight was a gentleman named Nunn who made 18 out of 28. His main contribution was in the first quarter when he made 5 of 6, and 6 of 8. He was a leader in scoring and important part of the All-Stars. It was generally acknowledged that the first period was the best of the two.

The home team was a smooth ball maker. The Welsh batsmen were heard to be discussing what they should do. The Smiths, Welsh, Huns, and Britons were the leaders of the team. They were playing in the second quarter when the Welsh team was scored. The All-Stars proved this to be wrong by displaying effective team work. This was the team work that gave them the edge over the other team.

One Man's Opinion

By Finley Knox

INGREDIENTS OF AN ALL-STAR BASKETBALL GAME:

PAYMENT IN THREES:

BASKETBALL GAME.

March 28 - A combination of baskets moves in their usual whiteught tonight bringing the 1951 basketball season to a standing start and the gripping game of sport the fans have been debating about in the stands. For the Irish it will be a long and difficult game. They will be playing in a cauldron of emotion.

The Hun进攻是 sacred term this late in the season; a measure of effort and ruggedness, the kind that brings the 1951 BISON ALL-STAR to his best amateur mark.